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Feedback from exercise one – Coming together on health and wellbeing: Defining the 
purpose

 Board needs to have an unambiguous view of the needs of the area and priorities for 
action -specifying the outcomes they want. This to include short term outcomes as 
well as longer term so that we can see progress and success whilst aware that long 
term behaviour change takes time

 This clarity then informs and is reflected in  commissioning strategies
 Commissioning decisions of each organisation are currently made in isolation from 

the Board and are then reported for info.  Proposal is that we should have early 
communication and discussions prior to such commissioning, bringing in local 
knowledge from partners.

 Develop sharper commitment on a few clear priorities rather broad overview on 
many. Andrew Cozens presented the 3 concentric rings model of ‘watch’, ‘sponsor’ 
and ‘act’

 The Board spends too much time on broad strategy rather than on driving practical 
projects forward and then reviewing and receiving feedback on what is working 

o This could be a role of the subgroups  - once they are checked as still suitable 
and delivering

 Need for a clear strategic framework and this to be reflected in partner plans
 Possibly need to restructure our meetings - keep things specific and focus on those 

things that we can only do as a group
 We need to capitalise on the existing linkages to other groups which our Board 

members also sit on e.g. CSPs 
 We need to hear more from other Kent district/borough HWBs about what works well 

and sharing good practice
 Setting direction is possibly better done via workshops than by more formal meetings
 Beware of Board meetings sliding into scrutiny mode
 Possible barriers within Board due to differing attitudes to risk and different financial 

resource
 Much of DGS HWB agenda is currently driven by Kent HWB – thus potentially at 

variance with the above suggestions. Perhaps the Kent HWB would benefit from  
undergoing the LGA self assessment and review exercise too

Feedback from exercise two  - Delivering Joint Working in the DGS area  -general 
and specific plans  - use of Tackling Obesity as an example

 We have done mapping exercises and identified priorities – all partners have done 
some work to deliver – but we need to re-energise and take it further as a Board.

 See the Board as a driver of local change 
 How do we get beyond ‘business as usual’ and the differences that is already making 

and move up to the next level
 Need for whole population discussions 



 Board needs to better understand and simplify the relationships it has with other 
groups.

  Exploit shared membership between Board and other groups 
 Board needs to be more outward looking  and better engage with others (eg local 

primary headteachers re obesity)
 Board needs to act as a ‘mobiliser’ in the local community via Comms, marketing and 

promotion. (Possibly Board itself needs to have a Comms strategy and to supply 
Comms staff expertise as resource)

 Consider changing the style of our meetings  - using workshops, and ‘show and tell’ 
sessions as well as traditional reports. Reduce the bureaucracy where possible

 Rethink the role of providers – they have delivery expertise

Recommended actions

 Change format to themed workshop followed by formal meeting if needed. Bring in 
others who can bring expertise to the discussion

 Choose small number of local. distinctive HWB priorities to focus on, based on those 
that need all of us to focus on

 Follow up discussion with shape, why, who, how action plans
 Recommend Kent HWB undertakes exercise so there is symmetry of understanding 

how we are working and on what
 Think about communication


